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thick as the horn, eight to twelve times as long as the shell, bristle-shaped, irregularly curved and

branched, divergent, at the distal end besom-shaped. Central capsule very large; the enclosed
small campanulate part sends out through the four collar pores four very long club-shaped basal

lobes, half. as long as the feet; each lobe contains a large oil-globule (fig. 19).
Dirnen.sion&-Shell O036 diameter; horn 1 to 15 mm. long, feet 03 to 04 long.
Habitat.-Central Pacific, Station 270, surface.

4. Tetraspyris caloarata, n. sp.

Shell cainpanulate, smooth, very similar to that of the preceding species, but differing in the follow

ing characters.-the two inferior occipital pores are four times (in the preceding twice) as large as
the two superior; the apical horn bears at its distal end only three simple branches; the sternal foot
is smaller than the three others, arises higher, is more divergent and curved, and bears at. its base
a large horizontal conical spur.

.Dimensions.-Shell OO35 diameter; horn 1 to 12 long, feet 02 to 03 long.
Ha5itat.-Central Pacific, Station 266, surface.

5. Tetraspyris scoparia, n. sp.

Shell campanulate, rough, very similar to the two preceding species, but differing in the
following characters :-the four occipital pores are of nearly equal size; the apical horn is simple, not
branched; the four feet are forked near the base, so that apparently eight feet diverge, each in the
distal half richly branched, besom-shaped.

.Dimensions.-Shell 0038 diameter; horn 1 to 11. long, feet 04 to 05 long.
Habitat.-Central Pacific, Station 268,. surface.

Genus 452. Tessarospyris,' Haeckel, 1881, Prodromus, p. 442.

De ,ition.-Zyg o a py r I d a with four basal feet crossed in pairs (two sagittal and
two lateral). Apex without horn.

The genus Tessarospyris differs from the preceding Tetraspyris, its ancestral genus,
in the absence of the apical horn, and therefore bears to it the same relation that

Tristylospyris does to Tripospyris.

1. Tessctrospyris clathrobursa, n. sp. (P1. 53, fig. 8).
(Jiatbrobur8a dictyopua, Haeokel, 1881, Prodronius, p. 429, and Atlas, pL, hi fig. 8.

Shell nearly ovate, strongly compressed, smooth, one and a half times as long as broad, with
deep sagittal stricture in the basal half. Pores very small and numerous, irregularly roundish. Basal
plate with four very large triangular holes, two larger (posterior) cardinal, and two smaller (anterior)

1 Te8aro8pyri.s-Basket with four feet; Táaoce, ge1'
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